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Number of early applicants down GW drops
University sees slight increase in regular decision applicants

by Jennifer Easton
Senior Staff Writer
The University plans to continue offering
early decision admission to prospective students despite declining numbers of applicants
and a national trend among top universities
to discontinue use of this admission option.
GW’s number of early decision I applicants in 2007 dropped by 6 percent. The
University received 1,009 applications for its
binding November deadline in 2006 and only
946 applications in 2007. The number of students who applied using the early decision II
option, one with a later deadline that is also
binding, decreased by 15 percent.
The University also saw an increase in
applicants for its regular decision deadline,

from 17,924 in 2006 to 18,171 in 2007, a shift
that indicates students who once would have
applied early decision are now more apt to
choose GW’s regular decision option.
“We are … seeing a slight shift from
early decision II to regular decision,” wrote
Kathryn Napper, executive dean for undergraduate admissions, in an e-mail.
Choosing to apply early decision allows
a student to receive an admissions decision
from a college earlier than those who apply
regular decision, but requires that the student
sign a binding contract with the college. If
accepted early decision to a given college, the
student must withdraw his or her applications from other schools.
“I would suspect, given the current economic climate, that these students are taking a

more conservative approach by applying regular decision,” Napper said. “This gives these
students an opportunity to compare financial
packages and more time to determine the outcome of outside scholarship opportunities.”
Considering GW has the highest tuition
in the country, applying early decision could
be an expensive, binding contract for prospective GW applicants. Lloyd Thacker, executive
director of Education Conservancy, said GW’s
cost could be a factor when considering the
shift from early decision to regular decision,
since GW’s declining number of early decision applicants does not fit the norm at other
schools.
“I can say that early decision numbers at

fifth straight

See ADMISSIONS, p. B4

By the homeless

for the masses
Ben Solomon/senior staff photographer

Junior Noel Wilmore launches a shot as the clock expires. The shot
missed as the Colonials lost, 61-59, to Saint Joseph's.
by Joanna Shapes
Sports Editor
Saint Joseph’s head coach Phil
Martelli said he “never knows
what (he is) going to see on the
road.” What the Hawks saw, along
with 2,703 people at Smith Center
Wednesday night, was a game
whose lead seesawed through 40

minutes.
In this down season, they
watched a piece of theater starring a Colonials team fighting not
for the lead in the conference as it
traditionally does, but to muster
some semblance of normalcy in
this stretch of very public embarrassment.
See BASKETBALL, p. B6

"The Office" star to perform at Lisner
Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Laura Thompson Osuri, executive director and co-founder of Street Sense, hands newspapers to vendor Charles Nelson, 54.
Nelson has worked with Street Sense – a newspaper written, produced and sold by the homeless – for three years.

Newspaper empowers, provides
jobs for homeless District residents
by Aya Mueller
Hatchet Staff Writer

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Moyo Onibuje, 43, has been a Street Sense
vendor and reporter for six months.

Moyo Onibuje, 43, an eloquent
man with a college degree and faint
British accent, said he followed a
love-interest from the United Kingdom to the United States seven years
ago.
He made the wrong friends, was
robbed of everything he owned, and
battled an alcohol and cocaine addiction. Today he is homeless, and
he camps out with his girlfriend on
North Capitol Street.
“I was what you would call a
man with no name,” Onibuje said. “I
had nothing to prove who I was.”
But for six months now he has
been with Street Sense, a paper that
gives him an outlet for his writing
and puts money in his pocket.
Street Sense is a bi-weekly newspaper run by the homeless that
serves to both inform the public

about issues related to homelessness
and provide its poor vendors some
immediate income. Since its establishment in 2003, circulation has
grown by 120 percent, said Laura
Thompson Osuri, executive director
and co-founder of the paper.
Since 2004, their operating expenses have grown nearly 1,000
percent, and they still manage to
generate a sizable profit. Osuri said
they recently approved a budget for
nearly $250,000 in 2008.
“The word just spread,” Osuri
said. “The stories are interesting and
the quality of vendors has improved.
That helps the sales.”
Vendors buy the paper from the
organization for 25 cents and sell
it for a dollar, which typically provides them with $40 to $70 in cash
per day. Over time, this has allowed
one third of the paper ’s vendors to
See NEWSPAPER, p. B4

Comedian B.J. Novak, who
plays Ryan Howard on the
NBC sitcom “The Office,” will
perform at Lisner Auditorium
next week.
Program Board announced
Wednesday that Novak will
appear in the 21st Street venue
Feb. 8 at 8 p.m.
Student tickets for the show
will cost $12 and can be purchased at the GW Ticketmaster
in the Marvin Center. A limited
number of tickets for the general public are available for $20
and are being sold through the
Lisner box office.
“With the enormous popularity of NBC's ‘The Office’ on
campus, I think this will be a
great opportunity for students
to experience one of their favorite cast members up-close and
in-person,” said PB Chair Jay
Kaplan, a senior.
He added, “(Novak’s) a
great comedian, and while most
haven’t witnessed him in a
stand-up setting, I’m confident
that he’ll get a lot of laughs.”
Novak, who gained celebrity as the young temporary
worker in “The Office,” also
writes and produces for the
show.
In addition to his involvement with the hit series, Novak

Comedian B.J. Novak
has acted in MTV’s “Punk’d”
and in movies including “Reign
Over Me” and “Knocked Up.”
The Novak performance
is one in a week’s worth of
events for PB’s “Winter Hoopla,” which celebrates the men’s
and women’s basketball teams.
Other events will include the
fifth annual, “D.C.’s Funniest
College Student Competition,”
a McFadden’s bar night and a
Recess comedy show, according to the PB news release. The
week will culminate with a basketball tailgate party, and men’s
and women’s games Feb. 9.
–Andrew Ramonas

City council varies on primary endorsements
Half of council still
silent on which pres.
candidate to support
by Hadas Gold
Senior Staff Writer
Presidential candidate endorsements often come from high profile
national politicians or organizations,
but here in the District some of the
loudest voices are D.C. City Council

members and some of their voices
have not yet been heard.
D.C.’s primary elections will take
place on Feb. 12 and endorsements
from the city’s elected lawmakers
continue to emerge slowly. The 13member city council is not united on
whom it is supporting for the presidency. Four council members have
endorsed Hillary Clinton, three have
endorsed Barack Obama and the other six council members have yet to
make formal choice.
The council is the elected legislative body of the District with a chairperson, four at-large members and

eight area-specific representatives.
Eleven of the 13 members are registered Democrats and the remaining
two are independent and Republican.
But the District and federal government have a strange marriage. The
U.S. Senate is technically in charge of
the District, as it oversees its budget
and governance. The president also
has some power in budgetary and
oversight. So council members and
D.C. politicos have more interaction
with candidates than other big-city
politicians.
Mary Cheh, a GW Law School

WWW.WINGOS.COM

professor and Ward 3 councilmember, said she is supporting Sen. Hillary Clinton (D-N.Y.) because of her
experience, background and intelligence.
“I think (Clinton) has the gravitas
to step right in and take charge of the
many things that have been mismanaged by the Republicans,” Cheh said.
“And I’m keen to see a woman in the
White House as president.”
Ward 1 councilmember Jim Graham also supports Clinton, but largely because of his own personal interactions with her. Graham met Clinton
once and got a good impression, said

his spokesman Jason Yuckenberg,
“He strongly supports her positions and where she stands on the
issues," Yuckenberg said. "He feels
very confident in her abilities as the
next president."
The Foggy Bottom Current reported that Yvette Alexander, Ward 7
councilmember, is supporting Barack
Obama. She told The Current that she
endorses the candidate because he
will do the most to help the District.
Other Obama supporters include
Tommy Wells and Muriel Bowser.
See COUNCIL, p. A3
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Spring Film Series: Chocolate
City
A film that explores the gentrification of D.C. through the
eyes of a group of women
being displaced from their
homes to make way for
reconstruction. A question
and answer session with the
film’s directors, Ellie Walton
and Sam Wild, will follow.
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Marvin Center Grand
Ballroom
Sponsored by Program
Board
The Mind of the Terrorist: The
Psychology of Terrorism from
the IRA to al-Qaeda
Dr. Jerrold Post, director of
GW’s political psychology
program will speak on terrorist psychology as detailed in
his book, “The Mind of the
Terrorist.”
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Lindner Family Common,
Rm. 602, 1957 E St.
RSVP to rsvpesia@gwu.edu
Sponsored by the Elliott
School of International Affairs
and the Security Policy
Studies Program

Friday
Japan Festival
This giant celebration of
Japanese culture will feature
everything from traditional
food, tea ceremonies and
games, to dance and singing
performances.
$5 to enter
6 to 9 p.m.
Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom
Sponsored by the Japanese
American Student Alliance

GREEKBRIEF
Kappa Alpha returns to GW of
absence on campus
The fraternal order of Kappa
Alpha officially returned to GW
last weekend. About 30 members were present to receive the
group’s charter, a ceremonial
marker of the chapter’s reinstatement.
Kappa Alpha first established
a chapter at GW in 1894, with notable alumni including former
FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, but
left campus in 1960. In 2007, the
national Kappa Alpha organization began recruiting at GW and
the brothers have been working
since last February to get the
chapter chartered again.
Kappa Alpha President Alex
Graham stressed the distinction
between his group as a fraternal
order and other fraternities on
campus.
“By definition, the goal of
fraternities is to mold men, but
an order is formed of men of
common ideals. Kappa Alpha
doesn’t change people; it brings
people together,” Graham said.
“Our motto is ‘reverence to God
and women’ and that’s something we’re trying to share with
the community.”
Along with its roles as a social and philanthropic organization, Kappa Alpha also provides
religious support to its members.
“Kappa Alpha is a Christian
order of knights, but we support people from all faith backgrounds,” said Brandon Hines,
Kappa Alpha recruitment and
media relations officer. “The
brothers are very supportive of
all faiths. It’s not just a Christian
knighthood. And we’re very supportive of sororities on campus.”
Hines also emphasized the
differences between students
who choose to join Kappa Alpha
as opposed to other campus fraternities.
“A lot of guys who joined
Kappa Alpha didn’t want to get
brainwashed, or drink the pro-
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verbial Kool-Aid of the other fraternities. When you join Kappa
Alpha, it’s a recognition of our
common ideals.”
Kappa Alpha is beginning its
first official rush on campus this
weekend. As a smaller Greekletter organization, Kappa Alpha prides itself on the individual attention it’s able to give
its prospective members. Kappa
Alpha, unlike most fraternities,
requires a unanimous vote to be
initiated.
“We’re coming up on a really
great weekend – we’re all really
excited about rush,” said Hines.
“We have a lot of great guys, and
we’re hoping to incrementally
increase our numbers.”
–Alyssa Vincent-Hill

SNAPSHOT

Sorority Sale

SANOTE
SA lobbies Metro board for
reduced student fares
Student Association officials
and student leaders from across
the District gave a letter to Metro
administrators last week calling for
reduced fares for college students.
The SA presented the letter,
signed by 11 student presidents from
D.C.-area universities, to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority board of directors. It is the
latest push by the SA to lower fares
for Metro trains and buses.
“(Our 11 schools) represent
over 145,000 full time and parttime collegiate students who have
made a conscious decision to study
in the DC metropolitan area,” the
letter said. “As the representatives
of those who reside in and pay
taxes in the District, we encourage WMATA to support a student
(Metro) discount.”
Sophomore Kyle Boyer, SA assistant vice president of community affairs, has been leading the
initiative along with the support
of SA President Nicole Capp and
other GW student leaders.
“Metro is key to the GW experience, and GW is key to D.C.,”
said Boyer, who is running for SA

Ryder Haske/assistant photo editor

Sophomores Ciara Monchek and Ali Kunen, members of the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, hold
a Books for Africa bake sale fundraiser in University Yard Tuesday afternoon.
executive vice president. “About a
year ago we began researching and
planning to start an effort to get a
collegiate discount on Metro.”
Boyer said he has already been
communicating with leaders from
other cities across the United States
who have implemented a student
discount for public transportation.
“We’ve been researching, looking at how other cities across the
country handle college ridership,
and talking with transit leaders
and academics from other states,”
Boyer said.
In addition, Boyer and other SA
leaders have been attending Metro
meetings and have been working
together with Metro officials and
city leaders.
“We want to work with Metro
to come up with substantive proposals for the kind of discount pro-
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gram we would like to see,” Boyer
said.
D.C.-area student leaders met
Saturday night at American University for a D.C. Metro University
Student Alliance meeting. The discussion that evening was dominated by talks about the reduced Metro
fare prices for college students.
“Three jurisdictions participate
in WMATA system – D.C., Virginia
and Maryland – so it is significant
that we have colleges from all three
on board,” Boyer said. “Some university student governments have
been more involved than others,
but each of them is fully supportive
of the initiative.”
Boyer said WMATA and city
councilmen have been receptive to
the initiative and hopes to make significant progress in the coming year.
–Emily Cahn

Corrections
In “City Tackles Rodent Resurgence” (Jan. 28. p. 11),
The Hatchet erroneously
reported that wind acts as
a natural exterminator of
rats. Winter exterminates
rats.
In "SA to hold second election on student fee increase"
(Jan. 28, p. 11), The Hatchet
erroneously reported that
the upcoming student fee
referendum will be held on
Feb. 12. The correct date for
the election is Feb. 5.
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Faculty sen. approves more paid leave
Study abroad
concerns persist Senate passes legislation to quadruple paid leave for new faculty parents
by Danielle Meister
Hatchet Staff Writer

by Amanda Dick
Hatchet Staff Writer
Study abroad programs
at 15 universities, including
American, are under investigation for possibly accepting
benefits, such as free travel
or funding to market the programs, from study abroad program providers.
GW study abroad staff
members take several trips to
countries each year that are
subsidized by affiliated study
abroad programs. Last year,
staff members took subsidized
trips to programs in Denmark,
France and Italy. GW, though,
is not under investigation.
Hallworth said it is important for staff or administrators
to visit the locations that may
be attractive to GW students in
order to learn more about the
programs and provide feedback for students.
“We sometimes have faculty members participate in
academic reviews of programs," said Rob Hallworth,
director of study abroad at
GW. "More often than not, we
visit our own centers at our
own expense. Other visits are
not common and costs may be
shared.”
In August, New York
Attorney General Andrew
Cuomo subpoenaed study
abroad providers, saying that
perks provided to universities
by study abroad companies
influence the decisions of students to use certain providers.
The three programs still
under investigation are affiliated with GW: the Institute
for Study Abroad at Butler
University, the Center for
Education Abroad at Arcadia
University and the Institute for
the International Education of
Students.
Cuomo is now asking who
at each school is responsible
for approving study abroad
contracts, their selection processes and what if any benefits they received from study
abroad program providers.
Other universities under
investigation include Harvard,

Columbia,
Northwestern,
Fordham and Brown universities.
Hallworth
said
the
University has not made any
changes to its relationships
with these study abroad programs. He acknowledged,
though, that there are monetary benefits to participating
in affiliated programs.
“Some of our affiliated partners offer incentives for students to take part in their programs," Hallworth said. "For
example, IES offers a discount
for a second semester abroad
and Council of International
Exchange offers discounts on
fall programs in some of their
locations. Whenever an incentive is offered, it is passed
along to students.”
American, which has been
subpoenaed, does not have
relationships with IES and
Arcadia and only approves
one individual program that
is associated with the investigations - Institute for Study
Abroad-Butler: Costa Rica.
“American
University
believes in the quality of our
study abroad programs," said
Maralee Csellar, an American
spokesperson. "We intend to
cooperate with the attorney
general's office and do our best
to provide the information he
has requested.”
John Longbrake, senior
director of communications at
Harvard, confirmed that the
university received a subpoena from the attorney general’s
office but could not comment
further as they are in the process of reviewing it.
“Harvard has a faculty
standing committee on education abroad that has approved
programs over time, one by
one, as students have chosen to
go abroad,” Longbrake said.
The Forum on Education
and
National
Abroad
Association of Foreign Student
Advisers are two professional
organizations with strong ties
to the study abroad field that
are developing a code of conduct to help define best practices. 

The Faculty Senate overwhelmingly
approved a resolution Friday that will
provide one semester of paid leave to
all full time faculty members who are
new parents, a decision that quadruples
the amount of paid leave professors can
take.
“The policy provides recognition that
in addition to the faculty responsibilities,
many faculty members also have familial
responsibilities,” said Naomi Cahn, associate dean for faculty development. “I
think it is important for GW to have clear
policies when it comes to both child birth
and parental leave. I’m glad that this is a
gender neutral policy.”
Although the amendment passed in
the Faculty Senate, the Board of Trustees
must approve this resolution at their Feb.
8 meeting in order for it to take effect.
Universities with similar leave
policies include Boston University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
New York University, Yale University,
Duke University and Georgetown
University.
This amendment has been in the

COUNCIL
from p. A1
The paper also reported
that Foggy Bottom’s representative, Jack Evans, would
be supporting Clinton. Evans’
office did not return several
requests for comment.
The council’s chairman,
GW alumnus Vincent Grey,
has yet to make a formal
endorsement. Neither has
council
members
Marion
Barry, Kwame Brown, Carol
Schwartz and Phil Mendelson.
A spokesperson for David
Catania, an at-large member,

“It would have been nice to if (the
works for the past two years and entitles all full time male and female facul- University) had this policy 10 or eight
ty members paid child care leave on the years ago, but there is no time like the
condition that the leave is taken within present to start,” Chu said.
one year after a new born, adopted
Executive Vice President for Academic
or foster child has
Donald
Affairs
entered the profesLehman and the
sor ’s home.
Chair of the Faculty
Senate Executive
The University cur“It would have been nice if
rently offers pregnant
Committee Lilien
women a four week
(the University) had this policy Robinson, formed a
paid disability leave.
parental leave task
10 or eight years ago, but
Additionally, profesforce to “clarify the
sors who have children,
existing temporary
there is no time like the
adopt or take in fosdisability leave polter children receive 12
icy for pregnancypresent
to
start.”
related
recovery
weeks unpaid parental
leave under the 1993
and provide parenFamily and Medical
tal leave benefits
PATRICIA CHU
Leave Act.
to all regular active
ENGLISH PROFESSOR
“Now, when people
status, full-time fachave a baby, in addition
ulty,” according to
to the disability leave
the July task force
for pregnancy they are getting child care report.
leave," said Patricia Chu, and English
The committee members included
professor. "The big change is now faculty Chu, Cahn, Caroline J. O’Neil, assistant
can have a semester off from teaching general counsel for GW, professor Donald
and most administrative work.”
Dew and Annie Wooldridge, assistant
This policy went before the Faculty vice president for faculty recruitment
Senate 10 years ago and failed to pass.
and personnel. 

said he would be supporting
whoever receives the Democratic nomination.
The District has a closed
primary system, which means
that voters may only vote for
a candidate running from the
party for which they are registered. Typically the city votes
Democratically, which is reflected by the council members’ parties. Mayor Adrian
Fenty also threw his support
behind Obama this past summer.
In 2004, the District overwhelmingly voted for Sen. John
Kerry (D-Mass.) as the Democratic candidate for president.
D.C. residents also supported
him in the primary. 
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BEST ANIMATED FEATURE

“GRADE A! A MARVEL!”
-Lisa Schwarzbaum, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

PERSEPOLIS
A FILM BY MARJANE SATRAPI AND VINCENT PARONNAUD

BASED ON THE ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVEL BY MARJANE SATRAPI
WWW.SONYCLASSICS.COM

Read THE COMPLETE PERSEPOLIS
available at bookstores everywhere
from Pantheon Books

NOW

PLAYING

LANDMARK’S
LANDMARK’S BETHESDA AMC LOEWS
SHIRLINGTON 7
E STREET CINEMA ROW CINEMA
E Street & 11 St. N.W.
(202) 452-7672

7235 Woodmont Ave.
(301) 652-7273

CINEMA ARTS THEATRE

Corner of Main Street
& Pickett Road
Arlington, VA
800-FANDANGO #801 Fairfax, VA (703) 987-6991

VIEW THE TRAILER AT WWW.PERSEPOLISMOVIE.COM

2X3
2
35

NOW OPEN

NOW SHOWING

For an authentic green experience,
not just green products and
services but, we built green too.

15off
%

*

Any spa
service

*May not be combined with other offers,
used toward gift purchase, or with Spafinder/ Spa Wish,
valid in DC only. Exp. 2/29/08. GWH0108

GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE - OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

1104 24th Street NW ~ Washington, D.C.

202.775.2070
www.naturalbody.com
Massages ~ Facials ~ Waxing ~ Spa Body Therapies
Manicures ~ Pedicures ~ Full service retail including
AHAVA ~ Jurlique ~ Bare Escentuals

To purchase tickets call 202.633.IMAX (4629)
or visit us online at www.si.edu/imax.
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“

band is in finance and he urged me to make a
three-year budget plan. But I said ‘I don’t know where
we’ll be in a month."
–Laura Thompson Osuri, executive director and
co-founder of Street Sense, a newspaper run by the
homeless of D.C.

Lizzie Wozobski – Opinions Editor (ewozobski@gwhatchet.com)
Niketa Brar – Contributing Editor (nbrar@gwhatchet.com)

The case for Obama

editorial

THUMBS UP/
THUMBS DOWN
The Hatchet’s monthly wrap-up of
GW’s ups and downs.
Early applicants down
Both early decision I and II applicant
pools are down, reinforcing the complications that stem from GW being the
priciest school in the nation. While other schools’ early decision numbers are
holding steady, administrators must devise a plan to make GW more affordable in
this questionable economic period – or risk
losing more dedicated students in the future.
Knapp’s town hall
After upholding his promise to be a listening president, it is time for University
President Steven Knapp to do some
talking with students. As evidenced
after this month’s town hall meeting,
students want to have a conversation
with Knapp versus at him.
SA Co-sponsorship fund
The Student Association has the largest second semester funding available
for co-sponsorships in school history at
about $110,000. Sufficient funding for
student organizations, who are always
clamoring for more money, is a top priority that must be addressed through
further success like this.
University plans for old Tower Records space
Transparency and student input continue to
be a problem in University development,
even under the new administration.
The possibility of a CVS, of which there
are already four in a three-block radius
around campus, is hardly appeasing to
student desires.
Dorm size re-evaluation
Kudos to housing for realizing that they cannot keep selling ridiculously small living
areas at equally ridiculous costs. By reducing capacity in City Hall and Fulbright, the University is making oncampus housing more attractive and
encouraging students to stay in dorms
a little longer.
Tonic’s liquor license finally happens
After a long battle with the District’s Alcohol
Beverage Control board, Tonic is finally
licensed to liquor up GW students until
as late as 2 a.m. And congratulations
to students who have effectively managed to avoid linking Tonic with any
alcohol violations this month, proving
that liquor does not have to mean rambunctious college students and angry neighbors.
On-campus technology improvements
The plan for wireless Internet expansion
and increased e-mail quotas indicate
that technology at GW could finally be
brought into the 21st century. With
widespread Internet access all over
Foggy Bottom, BlackBerrys might just
go out of style.

Don't write off idealism just yet
Not just as activists for Sen. Barack Obama,
but as students and young Americans, we must
fundamentally disagree both with your decision and rationale. We have a
once in a lifetime opportunity in
ADAM
this election – to truly alter the
course of history in profoundly
BECK
positive way. That chance has not
come around for the past couple
generations, as was emphasized
here in Washington Jan. 28 by Sen.
Edward Kennedy and Caroline
Kennedy – the daughter of the late President
John F. Kennedy – who made it clear that, just as
her father did 48 years ago, we have the opportunity to inspire Americans – and people all across
the world – of all ages, races, religions, sexual orientations and political beliefs to once again belief
in the amazing promise of America. We have that
opportunity in electing Sen. Barack Obama and
no other candidate.
It is discouraging that The Hatchet did not
reach out to student groups on campus before
considering their endorsements of Sens. Clinton
and McCain. The GW Students for Barack Obama
executive board was never contacted by The
Hatchet’s editors to explain not only why we, as
GW students support Obama, but why students
all across the nation, as we have seen in the high
youth turnout rates, have rallied behind the new
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type of politics Sen. Obama dares to practice.
Thus, we present that case here.
The Hatchet should have the obligation to
represent the voice of the GW community in its
endorsement, a voice that overwhelmingly supports Barack Obama as the
Democratic nominee for president. In
fact, The Hatchet has repeatedly reported
on students marching towards change,
whether participating in rallies downtown, traveling to early states like Iowa
and South Carolina, or making phone
calls from a dorm room in support of the
Illinois senator.
The reason Colonials are motivated to execute all of these activities is not only because
of Obama’s “political savvy, idealism and personality.” His politics of optimism are not an
empty vessel as The Hatchet leads its readers
to believe. His ability to inspire is backed up by
policies students should appreciate. Sen. Obama
has some of the most far-reaching, studentcentric policies. His first bill in Congress focused
on issues of college affordability and scholarship. He has proposed a plan where college
students can receive stipends for giving back
to the United States, taking John F. Kennedy’s
dreams further by rewarding students who join
organizations such as the Peace Corps or Teach
for America.
The mess that the baby boomers have left

our generation may take more than eight years
to solve, but simply replacing one baby boomer,
and Washington insider with another of a different party will not necessarily change anything.
The politics of the 1990s, of division, are not
respected by Generation Y, a generation recognized for its unity and commitment to giving
back to others. The politics of the 1980s, and
the single-faced desire to make money without
regard for the environment or anyone else, has
long been eclipsed. Now, with Obama we must
make room for a new type of politics, one where
red states and blue states merge to become the
United States, where capitalistic entrepreneurs
find ways to help his American brother on the
other coast, on the inner city streets and on the
small family farm. Sen. Barack Obama, with
his youth and fresh face, offers our generation
a leader that will take us past the usual bickering.
With crises of healthcare, global warming
and the deficit looming, the refreshing choice
Sen. Obama offers us cannot, and indeed has
not been ignored by students. While Sen. Obama
may not have The Hatchet’s endorsement, we are
confident that he has the support of the majority
of your readers, and we encourage them to vote
in their respective primaries.
–The writer, a junior majoring in political
science, is the communications director for GW
Students for Barack Obama.

Voting for tomorrow
Consider comprehensive platforms at the polls
In the past, college students
cation system, the environment,
have not been known for turning
health insurance or Social Security.
If you are still not convinced, what
out to vote to advance a platform
based on issues deeply connected
about the $9 trillion in national
to their futures. But even at GW,
debt that will be left for us?
Angry yet? Chances are, probawhere Super Bowl Sunday will be
bly not. That may be
dwarfed by Super Tuesday,
some students focus so
the biggest problem.
JUSTIN
closely on single issues
Students are not
passionate enough
that they lose perspective
G
UIFFRE
on what would be best for
to vote based on
expensive issues that
our nation and future. It is
COLUMNIST
not rocket science – voters
they will be funding.
gravitate towards voting on
In an October 2007
column for The New
the top issues that matter
to them on a personal level. But as
York Times, columnist Thomas
Friedman characterized the situathe next generation of Americans,
tion: “I am impressed because they
we must look beyond the now and
are so much more optimistic and
assess the needs for tomorrow. If
there is to be any political incenidealistic than they should be. I am
tive created toward improving the
baffled because they are so much
position in coming decades, then
less radical and politically engaged
the youth must make an effort
than they need to be.”
Many students will go to the
to vote based on future oriented
platforms aimed towards attacking
ballots with things like abortion
the issues like keeping social secuand gay marriage weighing heavrity alive for us and protecting our
ily on their minds. While these are
environment well into the future.
certainly worthy causes that merit
One of the grand narratives of
attention and debate, voting solely
on them could lead to electing a
this political cycle has been that
candidate that is far from versed
for the first time ever a generation
might leave the world in far worse
on universal issues.
shape than ever before. There is
So what issues are going to
enough evidence to suggest that
be most pertinent for today’s
college students tomorrow? You
the damage done by short-term
have read about it before, and
thinking could lead to irreversible
consequences. Think, for example,
for good reason: the environof the current state of our edument. We are at a point when

Coulter criticism
undeserved

Manufacturing GW diplomas
A pair in Washington state are on
trial for allegedly making counterfeit
GW diplomas for sale. At least someone values a GW education.

@

QUOTABLE

The
Young
America’s
Foundation is proud to be hosting
Ann Coulter at our university. I
recognize that some at this institution may disagree with
SERGIO
her opinions.
However, no
GOR
one student
or organization has a
monopoly on who may speak at
GW.
I welcome Ann Coulter in the
spirit of intellectual discussion. I
also welcome those who disagree
with her opinions to come, listen
and maybe even learn a few things.
We are blessed at GW to be able
to offer our students such a wide
variety of high-profile conservative
events. The conservative voice on
campus has never been stronger
thanks to the GW-Young America’s
Foundation. Students should not
come to an immediate unfavorable
conclusion about a conservative
speaker because it is the progressive thing to do around campus.
Everyone was assuming that
when David Horowitz came to GW
last fall to raise awareness about the
problem of Islamo-Fascism, that it

would be a message of hatred and
bigotry, which ended up not being
the case at all. He was spot-on with
his intellectually honest message
about the threat. In the end, the
debate coalesced about the validity of an intellectually accurate
politically incorrect hyphenated
word. If the message is correct, if
there is a valid reason for it, who
cares whether something is labeled
Islamo-Fascist or Islamo-Extremist
or Islamo-Jihadist. From an intellectual side, speakers such as David
Horowitz and Ann Coulter clearly
win the debate, so why not look
past angry liberal talking points
and listen to their words?
Ann Coulter and the Young
America’s Foundation are more
than happy to discuss the issues
without resorting to attacks, but
rarely do liberal lunatics come to
an event such as Ann Coulter with
the intent of learning or listening
with an open mind. Coulter thrives
on a well-founded debate, but usually liberals don't want to do anything but throw pies and run.
– The writer, a senior majoring
in international affairs and political science, is the president of the
GW-Young America's Foundation
chapter.
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the debate about global warming is coming to silence as even
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, an extremely
respected scientific group, has
determined that humans are hav-

So what issues are going
to most pertinent for
today's college students
tomorrow?
ing at least some effect on climate.
Because a huge portion of the
world’s population lives close to
the sea in low lying areas, rising
sea levels could lead to hundreds
of millions of refugees.
The significance of social issues
versus those mentioned above
becomes even more evident when
considering the relative effects of
each. Since the late 1980s, abortion rates have been on the decline
– down roughly 25 percent since
1989. This has left about 1.2 million abortions being performed per
year in America. However, abortion
impacts a fraction of the number of
people affected by climate change,
a problem that reputable sources
predict could lead to hundreds of
millions of “climate refugees.” In

Bangladesh, for example, entire
communities are being displaced
by rising sea levels that the scientific community attributes at least
in part to human causes.
I understand the anger that
arises with the debate over the
always-controversial subjects of
abortion and gay marriage. I do
not wish to belittle those important
debates in our society. However, I
do want to draw the parallel that
when taken in scope of the increasingly scary prospects of global
issues, these will affect relatively
few people. Though those issues
should weigh upon our political
decisions, as they certainly will
affect mine, the effect they have
upon our vote should be tempered
by the weight of other increasingly
important issues.
There is much to be said about
the enthusiasm of some people on
particular and always-controversial issues. Yet we cannot, as a generation, give up the opportunity to
create solutions to such far-reaching and universal issues. Think
carefully about what long-term
endeavors a powerful showing by
college students could address in
this election. Either that or don’t
plan on buying beachfront property anytime soon.
–The writer, a freshman majoring in political science, is a Hatchet
columnist.

letters to the editor
Coulter’s visit another
source of division
In the past semester, the GW
Young America’s Foundation
has upset students by choosing
to distribute political propaganda during a 9/11 memorial
service and by inflaming racial
and religious tensions on campus during its “Islamo-Fascism
Awareness Week.”
It is disappointing that this
organization would seek to further entrench its legacy at GW
as an organization of far-right
extremist hacks, rather than as
one of upstanding leaders, by
inviting an incendiary pundit like Ann Coulter, rather
than a positive conservative
influence to speak to its members. Because Coulter ’s words
are rarely constructive to the
American democracy, and because her rhetoric only further
divides our country, GW College Democrats objects to her
presence here.
We do not wish to suppress
the freedom of speech, but we
do believe that YAF’s choice
to facilitate Coulter ’s exercise
of that freedom to be in poor
taste because it will only focus
more attention on a voice that
is so rarely beneficial to the
goal of rallying our country
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around common causes. At the
same time, we implore all GW
students to exercise their own
freedom of speech by protesting Coulter on the day of her
visit.
We call on all students and
organizations, as well as faculty
and administrators, to stand up
for the progressive beliefs that
are so near to the heart of The
George Washington University
community, and to join us in
our opposition to Coulter ’s beliefs, ideology and most of all
– her shameful rhetoric.
The GW College Democrats
Executive Board
More excitement for the
front page
I am disappointed The
Hatchet tucked the gem of a
story about a Student Association senator allegedly striking
another person on the head
with a beer bottle on p. 3 while
leading with a GW men's basketball loss.
You might as well have
reported that the sun rose today. Please be more discerning
when you have such entertaining material available for your
front page.
Patrick Burgwinkle
Junior
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Students discuss abuse
Violence is
common against
males as well
by Michael Ballaban
Hatchet Reporter
A group of GW staff and
students met in Eckles Library
on Monday night to discuss
the abuse of men.
“It’s not just women being
beaten by men," said Grace
Henry, assistant director for
SAC and the staff coordinator
of REAL Conversations. "It’s
also women beating men. Men
beating men. Women beating
women.”
A 1998 Department of Justice study found that approximately 1.5 million women are
battered every year, compared
to approximately 830,000 men.
A 1997 study in the Journal
of the American Medical Association suggested that do-

mestic violence against men
is as common as it is against
women.
“Domestic violence affects
so many different types of
people – men, women, gay or
straight,” Henry added.
Facts provided by REAL
Conversations show that the
percentage of women arrested
for domestic violence in Concord, N.H., increased from 23
percent in 1993 to 35 percent in
1999.
Domestic violence against
men is widely assumed to be
underreported. One reason for
this may be because the legal
system is still designed against
them in many states, one student participant said.
Sophomore Shannon Cummings said in many states
laws are still geared towards
wives who are beaten by their
husbands. Often the only solution to these cases is for male
domestic abuse victims is to
leave the home, possibly separating him from his children.
Another reason why do-

mestic violence against men
may go unreported is that it is
considered more socially acceptable.
“In society, it’s almost celebrated or glorified when a
man gets hit,” Henry said.
A recent study by the Metropolitan Police Department
concluded that there was a
“clear and pervasive pattern”
of departures from department policy in terms of dealing with victims of domestic
abuse. Only 17 percent of victims asked about a restraining order and 83 percent of
victims were not given printed information on resources
to contact and discuss the
abuse.
Junior Shauna Butler, a
house scholar in Munson Hall,
said there are many resources
available to students who are
victims of domestic violence,
rape and sexual assault – including going to your house
procter or scholar who can
then direct you to someone
who could help. 
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CRIMELOG
Assault
1/26/08 - Thurston Hall - 1
a.m. - case open
A male student told University
Police Department officers that
he had been approached by an
unknown male individual, who
asked him if he was pressing
criminal charges against his
brother in a court case. The student replied that he was pressing charges, and the subject
then punched him in the chest.
The two individuals began to
fight, and other people in the
area attempted to break it up.
The subject then fled the scene,
and the Metropolitan Police
Department was called. Neither
UPD nor MPD were able to find
him.
Open case
Burglary II
1/25/08 - MFA Building - 8:10
p.m. - case closed
A UPD officer working at the
front desk of the building
observed an individual enter the
loading dock after hours on the

security camera. Several UPD
officers began looking for the
man, and one at the desk saw
him running away with a black
bag. They stopped the individual, who was carrying two
stolen laptops. The subject was
placed under arrest for burglary.
Subject arrested
1/28/08 - West End Hall 12:40 a.m. - case open
UPD responded to a stairwell
door alarm activation in the
building. Officers observed a
storage closet had been forcibly entered. An individual who
owned the tools in the closet
said some tools were stolen.
Facilities management was
called to repair the closet door.
Open case
Liquor Law Violation
1/25/08 - Marvin Center 12:20 a.m. - case closed
UPD officers on patrol found
three intoxicated individuals
drinking bottle of vodka. The
two males and one female
were all underage, and after
assessing their condition, it was
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determined that none needed
medical attention. One of the
male individuals was unaffiliated
with GW and was barred from
campus.
Subject barred from campus
1/25/08 – Connecticut Ave.4:20 a.m. - case closed
A Secret Service officer notified
UPD that he had a GW student
in custody. The underage male
individual was conscious but
incoherent when UPD arrived.
He was transported to GW
Hospital for further medical
attention.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
1/27/08 - Potomac House 3:20 a.m. - case closed
UPD responded to a report
of an underage male who
was having trouble walking
and talking. His condition was
assessed, and EMeRG was
contacted to transport him to
GW Hospital for further medical
attention.
Referred to SJS
– compiled by Amy D’Onofrio
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Tuesday, February 5
11 am–3 pm
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom

Come learn about the 230+ program options
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Obama rally at American Univ. draws thousands
Kennedys publicly
announce their
support for Obama
by Samantha Honig
Hatchet Staff Writer
Members of the Kennedy
family announced their endorsement of Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama at
a packed rally Monday afternoon.
The rally, held at American's
Bender Arena, drew an overflowing crowd of supporters to the school. Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-Mass.), Rep. Patrick
Kennedy (D-R.I.) and Caroline
Kennedy told supporters that
Obama reminds them of the late
President John F. Kennedy.
“I feel change in the air!”
Sen. Kennedy shouted to excited
onlookers. “It’s time again for a
new generation of leadership, it

is time now for Barack Obama.”
Sen. Kennedy is expected to
start stumping for Obama on the
campaign trail, while Caroline
Kennedy will appear in a television advertisement for the
Illinois Democrat. Until now,
Sen. Kennedy has remained
silent on which of the three main
Democratic candidates he supported, and many believed he
was leaning toward Sen. Hilary
Clinton (D-N.Y.).
“When some others were
silent, or simply went along,
from the beginning he opposed
the war in Iraq,” Sen. Kennedy
said, referencing Clinton’s initial
support for the war. Showing his
confidence in Obama’s skill, he
declared “I know that he’s ready
to be president on day one.”
Obama was humble as he
accepted the endorsements.
“I thank all the Kennedys,
for your support and for the
service you’ve rendered to this
country,” he said.
Due to the limited capacity of
the arena, many hopeful onlookers were turned away at the

door. Junior Kyla Ellis arrived at
9:30 a.m., hoping to see Obama.
Event organizers told her she
could not enter, even after she
waited in line for three hours.
“I would’ve loved to be in
the theater,” she said. “But its
better than sitting at home and
watching it on CNN on your
couch because at least you’re out
there in the democratic process
and showing people how loved
(Obama) really is.”
She said when she arrived,
the line was “at least eight blocks
long.”
“We stood in line for three
hours with thousands of people
who were just hoping to be in his
presence,” she said.
“He makes people excited
about getting into politics again
and that’s something we haven’t
seen in a long time,” American
professor Brian Schaffner said at
the rally.
Like past Democratic candidates Al Gore and Sen. John
Kerry (D-Mass.), Obama has
received a lot of support from
younger voters.

“So far we’ve seen that he
has been able to bring young
people in; unlike years past
where young people supported
particular candidates but didn’t
turn out,” Schaffner said.
He added, “I think Obama
has more potential to bring people into the electorate and into
the party that haven’t been interested in years.”
Dedicated fans of Obama
got a surprise when the senator
spoke along with Sen. Kennedy
to the overflow crowd who did
not get into the main rally. About
500 people had gathered in the
outdoor amphitheater when the
main venue reached capacity.
“We’re going to win this election!” Obama exclaimed amid
cheers from the crowd.
“This is our moment, this
is our time,” Obama said as
Kennedy looked on. “If you
will stand with me the way Ted
Kennedy has stood with me, I
guarantee we will not just win
this election, we will transform
this country. We will transform
the world!” 

SUMMER STUDY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Earn 10 academic credits
in 12 weeks. You choose
two courses, and we’ll
arrange your internship.
Areas of Study:
• Arts and Culture
• Business and Management
• Film and Media Studies
• Graphic and Web Design
• International Studies
• Politics and Public Policy
• Psychology and Social Policy
• Self-Designed Track

APPLY BY MAY 2, 2008
www.bu.edu/summer/internship
617-353-0556

“I was able to land an internship at the
architecture firm of Shepley Bulfinch
Richardson & Abbott. The firm currently designs
buildings throughout the country and
even internationally. I am interested in “green”
building and SBRA makes this a priority.”
Graphic and Web Design intern, 2007

Nick Gingold/photo editor

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) announced his endorsement
of presidential candidate Barack Obama at AU Monday.

Student mugged near campus
A student was forcefully robbed on the street as
she walked to her on-campus home at about 7 p.m.
Tuesday evening.
Police on-scene said a
male with short hair grabbed
her purse near 24th and G
streets and ran down the
street. The student said the
man initially approached
her from the side and spent
about 15 seconds wrestling
her for the purse. Her name
is being withheld because
she is the alleged victim
of an assault and fears she
could be identified.
The suspect then stopped
at the Lerner Health and
Wellness Center, where he
met another man with dreadlocks. They extracted a wallet from the purse, and fled
down 23rd Street. Witnesses
attempted to chase the men,
and police later found the
emptied wallet on a platform at the Foggy Bottom
Metro station.
The suspects are between

17 and 20 years old and
have not been apprehended, said Metropolitan Police
Department Officer John
Thurmond. No injuries were
reported on the scene.
The victim said there
were a lot of people in
the area, and only several
attempted to catch the two
men.
“It’s disheartening to see
that in an intersection where
there’s a significant amount
of people, only three to five
took action,” she said. “And
I’m really thankful for those
that did.”
She added she was
shocked that this type of
crime could happen in the
early evening while many
people are still on the street.
“I think the bottom line
is that every student should
be aware of themselves at
any time of the day, because
I’ve always felt considerably
safe on campus until today,”
she said.
–Eric Roper

HIS LECTURES.
George Solomon

Congratulations to
of George Washington University;
nominated by his students as a source of inspiration and a 2008 winner of the
Acton Foundation Excellence in Entrepreneurship Education Award.

Recipient
2008 Excellence
in Teaching
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Goes to the Sundance Film Festival
GW senior Jesse Guyer reports from Park City, Utah,
with one goal in mind – see as many movies as possible

Sundance
Diary
As a first-time
Sundance reporter, the
sky's the limit

courtesy New Line Cinema

Mos Def as Mike and Jack Black as Jerry in New Line Cinema's big Sundance hit, "Be Kind Rewind."

"Be Kind Rewind"
PARK CITY, Utah — As far as anticipated
releases go, “Be Kind Rewind” (Partizan, 2008)
is probably in the pole position since all the Oscar contenders are already in theaters. Coming
to D.C. Feb. 22, this feel-good comedy packs
a star-studded punch. Rapper/actor Mos
Def and Jack Black team up with the French
imaginative genius Michel Gondry (“Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind”) in hopes of
erasing the uncharacteristically bad “Science
of Sleep” (Partizan, 2006).
Mos Def plays Mike, a VHS rental clerk
for Be Kind Rewind videos. His boss is Danny
Glover (hilarious already), who is taking a trip
to investigate the competing video rental market. Mike is loyal to his boss and the store because he raised him in an apartment upstairs.
Like all comedies, the dumb friend emerges
and Jack Black is perfect for the role. Black
plays Jerry, a guy who lives in a trailer, engineers useless contraptions and gets Michael
into constant trouble.
The movie’s plot is about a scramble to refilm all the VHS tapes that Jerry erases one day

by accident. As a team, Jerry and Mike become
popular and a demand for their videos becomes vast – a good thing, because the store is
a few weeks away from being knocked down
for new apartments. This is where the ingenuity of Gondry shines through. He is able to creatively make a statement about old and new.
A dying video store’s destruction for a new
apartment building would usually be seen as a
good thing. Gondry gives us an inside look at
victims of gentrification, and it’s sad. He also
construes technology as (gasp!) limiting to the
imagination. The old distributed VHS tapes,
unlike the new DVDs, can be recorded over
for new material. This allows two friends to
creatively abridge the classics into something
new, while simultaneously appreciating the
old medium.
In one scene, Jerry and Mike attempt to recreate the movie “Ghostbusters,” using streamers as electric-looking special effects that are
used to capture ghosts. This is by far the funniest 10 minutes of the 101-minute film. I had
to control myself from falling off the chair and

laughing too hard, and people were staring.
The rest of the re-filmed spoofs are very
funny for the passionate movie watcher,
but I’m afraid some of the references will
be lost. This problem was certainly evident as small crowds throughout the theater could be heard laughing at different
parts. The remake of “2001 A Space Odyssey” was a crowd favorite, as was “Driving Miss Daisy.”
I loved this film and I think you will
too. It’s got sentimentalism to spare and
the laughs were genuine. Jack Black
and Mos Def are a formidable tandem.
Together, they produced many, many
laughs.
“Be Kind Rewind’s” release should
be pretty wide going into the Oscars.
Hopefully it doesn’t suffer as people
rush to see its contenders before the
awards ceremony. If you’ve seen a lot
of movies, or even just “Ghostbusters,”
this movie will be worth your time. 

courtesy Jaime Trueblood for Bristol Bay Productions

(Left to right) Colin Hanks, John Malkovich and Ricky Jay star in Bristol Bay Productions' "The Great Buck Howard."

"The Great Buck Howard"

PARK CITY, Utah — Another star-studded indie film emerges
in “The Great Buck Howard” (Bristol Bay Productions.) Narrated
and seen through the eyes of “Orange County’s” Colin Hanks
(“Tenacious D’s Pick of Destiny,” “King Kong”), the movie is another laugh fest.
The always-interesting John Malkovich plays Buck Howard,
a great, yet aging magician. Though his stage name includes the
adjective “great,” he has certainly seen better days as a mentalist.
He’ll even tell you about them, as he states, “I appeared on the
Tonight Show with Johnny Carson 61 times. That’s Carson, not
that (current) hack Leno.” Hanks plays Troy Gable, a recent law
school dropout who joins Buck as a road manager and personal
assistant. Troy’s father is, of course, incredibly disapproving. This
part of the story comes from director Sean McGinly (“Brothers”,
“Two Days”, “The Truth About Juliet”), who himself dropped out
of law school, moved out to LA on a whim and probably had to
adjust the same way Troy Gable did.
In what should be his biggest movie to date, McGinly provides some serious laughs. Buck Howard is the perfect mix between pretentious and clueless as he travels from one small town
to another. He greets every city the same, (“I love this town!”) and
shakes everyone’s hand with comic jerkiness. Buck is lovable in
his shows, constantly declaring, “Isn’t that wild?!” as if it was the
first time he has performed the well-learned tricks.
The magic of Malkovich’s acting continues when Buck is
shown behind the scenes barking orders at his assistant Troy. He
is hilariously jaded in the old ways, while knowing nothing about
the new (the Internet, David Blaine and anything electronic are
alien objects to Buck.) Troy has to keep the mighty Buck Howard
sheltered from critics, and here is where the plot takes shape –

Buck goes through a rise in fame when he suddenly
collapses while reading a negative review. The news
covers it, and bam! A new Buck is born.
He goes back to Vegas, performs in bigger
venues and even gets invited back to The Tonight Show. However, when the show’s other
guest (Tom Arnold) talks too much and Buck is
bumped, he throws a tantrum. “I appeared 61
times on The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson!
Know how many times I was bumped? None.
Leno 1, Carson 0.” His unforgiving ways give
Troy plenty to deal with as an assistant. He gets
caught in a pseudo-relationship with Buck’s
publicist (played by Emily Blunt, “Charlie Wilson’s War,” “Dan in Real Life”), until she is later
fired.
The charm of the film occurs when Buck is
performing, as he does his shows in a rather
old-fashioned manner. He sings Burt Bacharach
completely off key (“What the World, needs
now…”) and hypnotizes audiences into thinking they are chickens. Troy learns to love the
act as much as the audience, questioning and
guessing each time Buck performs his final
trick – having his audience hide his paycheck
while blindfolded and then somehow finding
the money every time.
If picked up and widely released, keep
your eyes on Buck – you might miss the trick
if you don’t. 

PARK CITY, Utah — For kids, there
is Disneyworld. For adults, they can be
whisked away to fabulous Las Vegas. For
yours truly, there is nowhere more desirable in January than the place where the
Sun meets the stars, and everyone enjoys
a late night dance.
My friend David called me one day
when I was doing nothing of importance
and offered me the trip of a lifetime. For
$400 I could have airfare and a floor to
sleep on with his school-organized trip
to Park City, Utah. It took me about
20 minutes to secure the funds and I
started dancing. That’s right, I started
Sundancing way before I made landfall
in Utah. Excited as I was, I had no idea
what was in store.
With the nudging of one my great
film professors, I obtained through
The Hatchet a press pass. This was the
equivalent of a Golden Ticket to Willy
Wonka’s amazing chocolate factory.
I’m serious. I was allowed to see as
many movies as my eyes could stand,
attend parties and rub shoulders with
the crème-de-la-crème of the industry.
Add the fact that I was just excited
to be there, and you can imagine me
smiling.
I smiled (and teared up with
absolutely bliss) when I sat in what
would be “my seat” for my first
show at Sundance. It could have
been a documentary about dog feces
(it turned out to be about recycling
in Jordan) and I would have been
happy. Over the next four days I sat
through 15 movies – some great,
some terrible, and most just OK.
Each night I’d come back to the
house and try to write down as
much as I could. Decompressing
is tough when you have a full day
ahead of you in four hours.

As a member of the press, I
was allowed to get one ticket for
the next day’s shows in the public
screening venues. You could use
this on a premiere or on a film you
wanted to see that was not playing
during the press screenings. My
only regret was that I did not get a
ticket (although I had the ability) to
see U2 in 3-D. Al Gore and all of U2
was there promoting the new film
along with a live performance from
the band. Shucks.
The culmination of my Sundance experience was my last night,
where I partied with many, many
celebrities. I got my friend and I a
hook up to Harry O’s, the hottest
club in Park City. We saw Lil’ Jon,
Paris Hilton, Ian Ziering from 90210,
and the band One Republic performed live. My friend gave rapper
Young Buck advice on cigars, which
the superstar listened to as if in a
classroom. I didn’t chase the cool too
much while I was there – I’m a film
nerd, and that’s what I did. However, one chance encounter allowed
me to pick up some free swag.
See, if you are a celebrity, sponsors want you to wear their product.
If you are press, the sponsors want
to make sure the celebrities are
seen wearing their product. So in
I walked to a swag session totally
oblivious to what was going on.
Timberland was promoting ecofriendly boots
See DIARY, p. B2
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Arts

The Hatchet goes to Sundance
(Continued from page B1)

Gonzo: The Life and Work of Dr. Hunter S.Thompson
PARK CITY, Utah — My favorite author
ever to type a letter is the absurd, obsessed
Hunter S. Thompson. He lived and died by
his own rules, but he will be remembered for
his fantastical prose that would make Salvador Dali’s brush smile. When I heard there
would be a movie about him at Sundance, I
sought it out regardless of the consequences.
I sat in line for more than three hours
(most of them alone) with a cigarette extender
and cigarette jockeying up and down my
mouth while completely in Thompson’s character. I mumbled incoherently, shouted things
(“Swine!”) at staring passersby and made a
general fool of myself. My anticipation for the
film turned into an imitation of Thompson,
who was adorned with the cigarette extender
before I was even born.
In order for Hunter to be brought back
to life following his tragic suicide in 2005,
filmmaker Alex Gibney drew upon many
famous interviews for this documentary.
Gibney is responsible for writing, directing
courtesy Ralph Steadman and producing “Enron: The Smartest Guys in
A Ralph Steadman drawing of the original Gonzo journalist at work. the Room”, so when I saw his name attached,

I instantly approved. Maybe I thought too
soon.What I loved about “Gonzo” was its
tracing of Hunter’s life. In so many words it
showed how Hunter became Hunter and the
man behind the character. From his Kentucky
upbringing to his (short) military career and
journalistic start, Gibney stays true. Thompson was nothing if not a poet, and Gibney
gets that across loud and clear. He was also a
die-hard Democrat who captured the youth
of the 1972 election by exposing politicians for
what they were (and still are) – madmen. In
all of the stories (and sometimes ramblings) of
Thompson, none beats that against his nemesis, Richard Nixon, whom he proclaimed,
“could shake your hand and stab you in the
back at the same time.”
“Gonzo” is a film for a person who knows
very little about Dr. Thompson. Perhaps it
should have been titled, “Thompson: An
Introduction.” If you know, for instance, that
he obtained his doctorate from a mail-order
certificate via Universal Life Church, then
you know everything this film has to offer. I
cannot fault Gibney for wanting to bring life

back to a legend, but I expected more unseen
footage. A Starz documentary on Thompson
titled, “Buy the Ticket, Take the Ride” (Starz
Entertainment Group, 2006) had shown me
nearly all of this material before.
For the most part, Gibney gives Hunter
the screen. He does not use this documentary
like “Enron,” since there is no one to blame for
the madness on the screen. He halfheartedly
blames the Bush Administration’s 2004 victory for Hunter’s suicide, but it cannot be that
easy. That is the stuff of legends. No blubbering cowboy could take down ol’ Raoul Duke.
His ex-wife, Anita, points the finger away
from ol’ Bushy, and to his ailing ability to
write. Whatever the cause, he will be missed.
Of course I was happy with the film as a
whole – I would even watch it again. I am also
a huge fan of the man who brought us Gonzo
Journalism, (journalism through the eye of the
journalist) as you can probably tell. Whatever
Gibney’s motivation, it is nice to see people
are still thinking of him, especially so close to
an election he no doubt would have been all
over. 

Diary
D

p
and clothing. Diesel was giving away jeans. Frederic Fekkai (my sisters hit me when I didn’t realize what that was) had make up, and the
humane society had fake furs. But that’s not why I was there.
I met producers, filmmakers, critics, directors – you name it, I
met ‘em. All walks of life out for one thing – a big break. The amazing
thing about Sundance was that everyone was in it together. Everyone
was looking for that one “Little Miss Sunshine” (or Harvey Weinstein)
to catapult their life from Independent film making to studio high life.
With this came some drawbacks, however. Some people I talked to
wouldn’t raise their eyes from their Crackberry’s and have a human
conversation. Maybe no place on Earth will prepare you better for
Hollywood fakeness than D.C. political talk.
Not all were of this ilk. Some, usually East Coast natives, were all
too happy to talk to a young idealist reporter who was just lucky to be
there. They told me hot spots, gossip and industry know-how that I
hope to gain if I get into film school. These interactions pre, post and
during some of the films were what I went to Sundance for. It was an
affirmation of everything I believed going in, but just needed to hear
from someone else. It was the best experience of my life, and I have
my friend David, family and The Hatchet to thank. 
The writer, a senior majoring in Dramatic Literature and Theater, is a
Hatchet reporter. This was his first trip to Park City, Utah, for the annual
Sundance movie festival.
courtesy Alice Zou

Danish filmmaker Ole Bornedal brought his movie, "Just Another Love Story" to Sundance this year, making an impression on many critics.

"Just Another Love Story"
PARK CITY, Utah — “Just Another Love
Story” is anything but. I caught the press
screening of this film and just before the
credits started to roll, the film’s director sitting behind me said, “If any of you do what
you usually do and walk out of screenings to
see another, I’ll kill you and eat you.” With
this sort of wit I knew I’d like the film.
Ole Bornedal directs this Danish tragedy.
It is highly stylized, showing three deaths in
the beginning of the film that are eventually
revisited at the end. This type of temporal
breakdown will make fans of “Memento”
(1996) shriek for joy.
The story follows a cast of characters
that crash together in a car accident. When
Jonas (Anders Wodskou Berthelsen) is driving his family along in the country, Julia
(Rebecka Hemse) is speeding, and swerves
to miss his car and is thrown from her vehicle. Jonas rushes to her aid and grows attached to her. He visits her in the hospital
and becomes mistaken for her boyfriend.
He chooses her over his wife and demands
a divorce.

The layering of characters by Bornedal
is reminiscent of Shakespeare’s “Twelfth
Night.” Jonas becomes confused with Sebastian, Julia’s ex-boyfriend. This is all well
and good – that is, until the real Sebastian
comes back and Julia is left to decipher between real and staged. Add to the mix that
she is extremely wealthy, 90 percent blind
and has no memory. You will begin to understand the epic undertaking of this upand-coming director.
This was by far my favorite film of Sundance. It was superior to anything and everything I saw from conventional film, and
made the rest of the movies I saw look cheap
and emotionally unresponsive.
From what I’ve heard, this was a weak
year at Sundance, and I’m not surprised.
Ole’s film was hard to watch at parts, but
I felt challenged as a viewer, and so must
have everyone else in the theater: no one got
up and left. It could have been the ominous
words of the director that kept people glued
to their seats, but I think it was the story.
How dare he call this “Just Another Love

BAR belle

Velvet Lounge
915 U St. N.W.
In my opinion, velvet sucks. I hate the texture, shimmer
and sound of the uncomfortable fabric. Frankly, it is ugly, but
one thing I cannot deny is the word association velvet conjures
toward music. Velvet Underground was perhaps one of the
most influential art rock bands of all time, Velvet Revolver is a
culmination of Guns N’ Roses (minus Axel) and Scott Weiland
(of Stone Temple Pilots). “Black Velvet” is the annoying but
catchy song from 1989 that too many people try covering on
American Idol. While my disdain for the fabric is strangely
intense, the above connotations made it manageable to visit
this installment’s bar: Velvet Lounge.
Velvet Lounge is a bit of a hike from Foggy Bottom, but
when your friend has a car the trip goes a lot faster. For those
of y
you not privileged
g
with classy
y transportation, y
you can easily reach this bar off the U-Street / Cardozo green line. Not as
widely known as 9:30 Club, Black Cat, Rock and Roll Hotel
and DC9, Velvet Lounge is a dive bar that attracts the musical talents of several local bands, even some that have roots
at GW.
A lounge it is not, however. This venue is so small that you
cannot really lounge … or move … or even bob your head – but
you can listen to music in the company of other 20-somethings
with your fantastic music taste. C’mon you know you do.
Packed like a sardine (on a good night) and smelling
something with that same odor, Velvet Lounge definitely sets

If you have

$5
$10
$20

AN ENTERTAINMENT
GUIDE FOR THE
CASHSTRAPPED
COLLEGE STUDENT

Story” when he knows fully well it’s original and thought-provoking.
One scene in particular had my blood
aching the same way Javier Bardem did in
“No Country for Old Men” (2007). The real
Sebastian comes back and pretends he is an
old friend, assuming Jonas’ name and identity while talking about the way Sebastian
(whom Jonas is impersonating) used to be
– unveiling to Julia the essence of her indisguise boyfriend. Impersonating Jonas, he
then proceeds to tell Julia that her hubby Sebastian used to deliver drugs for diamonds
in Thailand; feeding her woman’s intuition
that something is amiss. A gun is pulled,
and drama ensues.
This is a film that echoes the twists,
turns and clever dialogue of Rian Johnson’s
“Brick” (2005). Ole is a pro and I cannot
sing his praises loudly enough. Technically
it views seamlessly; he’s really thought out
the way this film looks and sounds to the
audience. If this ends up getting released, it
has my highest recommendations for people who are not afraid of a challenge. 

an environment reminiscent to a band’s practice garage. The
room and lighting is sparse, in effect allowing sound to travel
a lot more and heads to bang – or think about banging much
harder. It is a perfect rock haven.
The layout of Velvet Lounge is pretty simple. The first floor
showcases a bar with raved-about martinis while the upstairs
presents the stage and performance space. Since the space is
pretty small, the bar reached capacity pretty quickly on Friday
night and the wait for some to filter out took about 20 minutes.
I could complain to you all about waiting outside in the cold,
but the truth is that I felt like it was just another obstacle that
initiates you into the dive bar world. The people waiting outside with us were extremely friendly and even the bouncers
seemed to be in good spirits, despite the drunk college crowd
that was literally shaking the foundation. We huddled together and cheered as we finally made our way into the lounge and
up the stairs to see the band perform.
The U-Street bar scene definitely has an appeal about it that
sets it apart from Adams Morgan, Dupont and Georgetown.
Hipsters in the D.C. area tend to gather here to stimulate their
musical curiosity and be seen by others who share the same
interests. There are lots of nose studs and scarves, blazers and
dunks, and black nails and beer…and I guess I loved every
minute of it. Maybe velvet is not so bad. 

Bar Belle Rating

$5

Head over to Eastern Market (225
7th St. S.E.) this weekend to visit
their weekly open-air markets.
Buy everything from used music
and DVDs, artwork, hookahs and
much more. Also check out their
indoor food market, filled with
fresh cuts of meat, seafood, produce, breakfast, crabcakes and
more. Eastern Market is on the
Metro's Blue/Orange line.

If you have

$10

Step up! The 11th annual step
show will take place at GW's Lisner
Auditorium Saturday at 7:00 p.m. This
step competition will feature representatives from various multicultural
Greek-letter organizations, and a portion of the proceeds will be awarded
to two deserving high school seniors
in the D.C. Metro area through the
Black Genesis Scholarship. Tickets
are $12 for GW students.

Jukebox The Ghost
A new live video
Only on Backstage
The GW Hatchet arts blog

For that and more, go to

blogs.gwhatchet.com

If you have

$20

Couldn't get enough of treadmill rock stars OK Go after last
year's Fall Fest performance? The
band will perform again at the
9:30 Club (815 V St. N.W.) Saturday
with New Orleans brass-funk band
Bonerama. For tickets, visit the
9:30 Club Web site or the venue's
box office during regular concert
hours.
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News

GW Votes aims to maximize voter turnout
SA-sponsored group
facilitates all aspects
of voting
by Quentin Cantu
Hatchet Staff Writer
The GW student body should have
no problem getting to the polls this
November with the help of GW Votes.
GW Votes is a student organization dedicated to maximizing student
voter turnout for the 2008 presidential
elections by aiding in the registration
process and absentee ballot requests.
Initiated and sponsored by
the Student Association in the 2004
presidential election, GW Votes now
partners with the Jewish Student
Association, the College Republicans
and the College Democrats to get
Colonials to the polls.

“At the most politically active university in the country, GW Votes helps
all students become active participants
in civic engagement by simplifying
the process to register to vote and vote
by absentee ballot,” said Chloe Lew,
director of GW Votes.
GW, the most politically active university in the nation, prides itself on
being a bulwark of political activism
and involvement here in the District.
GW Votes was created to galvanize
even more activism while introducing
those students that might not be registered or familiar with U.S. politics to
the voting process.
For the 2004 election, the GW Votes
campaign was quite successful. Every
single undergraduate was registered
to vote by Election Day and nearly 85
percent of the student body requested absentee ballots, according to GW
Votes organizers.
Many students and members of the
organization have similar expectations
for November 2008.

“This is a very exciting election,
the first in many years without an
incumbent president or vice presidential candidate running, and across the
country students in particular are feeling extremely empowered and voting
in record numbers,” Lew said.
The organization has simplified the
voting process by creating a Web site,
GWVotes.com, where you can view, fill
out and print voter registration forms.
From there, students may turn the
forms into the SA office in the Marvin
Center, where GW Votes will address,
stamp and mail all voter registration
documents.
To get the message out, GW Votes
will be conducting voter registration
drives on both the Foggy Bottom and
Mount Vernon campuses, “dormstorming” and other outreach activities.
So far the student organization
has helped send 240 voter registration
forms for the November election.
“The first way to have an impact in
politics is obviously to be registered,”

said senior Chris Brooks, CRs chair.
GW Votes is not the only University
initiative to engage the student body in
the political process, however.
GW Politics and Policy Central is

“This is a very
exciting election, the first in
many years without an
incumbent president or vice
presidential candidate running.”
CHLOE LEW
DIRECTOR OF GW VOTES

also another project dedicated to providing the GW community with a hub
of all the latest political developments
in the run up to November. The Web
site features faculty and student blogs,

political news and other resources
available to help the GW student be
more in touch with U.S. politics.
Chris Wimbush, a junior at GW
and author of one of the blogs, writes
for Politics and Policy Central to educate the GW community about the last
political happenings that are frequently missed in the daily news.
“I hope the blog helps to shape
public debate and spark discourse on
some of the issues I talk on, from state
policy and politics to innovation, and
economic development,” Wimbush
said.
The blog, along with GW Votes,
are some of the recent and intriguing
ways in which GW students are taking
initiative to maximize voter turnout
for the upcoming elections.
Sophomore Lauren Manasevit,
director of public relations for GW
Votes, said, “Along with the rest of
the country, we are noticing a trend of
high interest and enthusiasm for the
November contest.” 

NEWSPAPER
from p. A1

iHousing
individualized housing assignments
coming this spring 2008

Announcing iHousing
GW’s housing assignment
process that makes your housing
easy, flexible and personalized to
your individualized housing
preferences.
All students who want housing
for next academic year are
required to fill out an on-line
housing application.

Visit http://gwired.gwu.edu/gwhousing
for more information on iHousing, the new
housing assignment process.

start part time jobs or find a
home of their own, according
to their 2006 annual report.
Most of the vendors are
male, 51 to 60 years old, and
natives of the District. Nearly
half had some college experience, but have been homeless
for at least two years and often sleep in shelters or on the
street.
The work empowers the
homeless to take things into
their own hands, said vendor
Martin Walker, 35, a D.C. native. “People show me a lot of
respect when I’m selling Street
Sense. They see that I am trying to get ahead and make a
difference.”
Sixty active vendors help
circulate 10,000 to 11,000 copies of this “homeless-centric”
paper, which features both
editorials written by the homeless and news related to their
issues written by volunteers.
“I don’t get paid for writing,” said Eric Sheptock, 39,
one of the paper ’s homeless
contributors, pointing to his
most recent article that draws
from his testimony at the D.C.
Council’s Committee on Housing and Urban Affairs. “But I
get to publish the issues I am
passionate about.”
Sheptock said health care
is especially important to him.
“With all our medical advances, poverty should not be a
cause of death,” he said.
“The mission of Street
Sense is to give a voice to the

ADMISSIONS
from p. A1
other schools seem to be holding
stable,” Thacker said. “I would
wonder to what extent cost is
having an impact (at GW).”
Some colleges secure a certain amount of tuition money
by offering students the option
to apply early decision, Thacker
said. Since students are bound
by their early decision contract to
attend the school, in many cases
they pay full price.
“There are a disproportionate
number of kids who apply early
that are paying full price – upper,
middle class kids,” Thacker said.
“Colleges can secure a lot of money
that way, so it’s a way for colleges
to serve institutional interests.”
Colleges that have recently
eliminated their early admissions options – such as Harvard
University, Princeton University
and University of Virginia – indicated that early decision programs disproportionably benefited affluent students, according to The New York Times. The
Harvard dean of admissions
and financial aid said abolishing its early admissions initiative encouraged more interest
and more applicants, according
to news reports.
Boston University, which
advises most students against
early decision, has a different phi-

homeless,” said Osuri, herself
a former journalist, who originally co-founded the paper as
a project of the National Coalition for the Homeless.
“To start, we hit up friends
and family for donations,”
Osuri said. They look for vendors in soup kitchens, shelters,
or public parks, and provide
them with brief, on-site training. In 2003, they printed their
first 5,000 copies armed with
eight vendors and $1,500 in
donations.
“My husband is in finance
and he urged me to make a
three-year budget plan,” said
Osuri. “But I said ‘I don’t know
where we’ll be in a month.’”
Nearly half of the newspaper ’s funds stem from individual donations and a about
a quarter from various grants.
The remainder is split between
paper sales and advertising,
largely from non-profit organizations.
The Street Sense office is
now equipped with multiple
computers, three paid staff,
interns and dozens of volunteers who also attempt to connect their vendors with housing and job providers to allow
them to find their way out of
homelessness.
Street Sense changed Onibuje’s life. Now, he said, all he
needs is a computer so he can
improve his writing.
“I believe in the issues
Street Sense stands for, bringing information to the people
about the causes and effects of
homelessness,” Onibuje said.
“That’s just my life right now
but things are looking better
for me.” 
losophy on the benefits of regular
decision.
BU spokesperson Colin Riley
said the university prefers to
make its admissions selections in
the broad applicant pool of regular decision applicants to ensure
diversity of achievement.
“We always saw it in our
interest to do a regular applicant
pool,” Riley said. “We can look at
all the students.”
The early decision program
at BU is very small and Riley
estimated the University typically has 500 to 600 early decision
applicants out of a total applicant
pool of around 36,000. Students
that apply early decision to BU
are typically those applying to a
specialized or selective program
within the University.
For most students, Riley said
applying regular decision benefits students and parents because
it does not shut out any options
like the binding contracts of early
decision.
“We’d hope that when you
had your acceptances you were
able to sit down and look at
them in a way that made sense,”
Riley said. “What would your
cost be four years from now?
What would your achievement
be relative to peers? What are
your future plans? Not everything is set in stone. It’s making an informed decision. That’s
why we encourage (applicants)
to apply to the normal applicant
pool.” 
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CLASSIFIEDS

160 - ORGANIZATIONS

460 - TRAVEL

610 - CHILD CARE

THE SOCIAL LIFE YOU
WANT

SKYDIVE! One Day First Jumps! Student
Discounts. Gift Certificates! www.skydiveorange.com 877-348-3759

BABYSITTER
WANTED
Weekend
babysitter wanted for 4 yr old. 3 blocks
from LíEnfant Plz Metro. Call Betsy at
240.432.5713.

Be the start of something new!

STSTRAVEL.COM

Delta Lambda Phi national social fraternity is looking for a few good men to be
a part of the re-birth of its DC chapter for
gay or progressive men. For more info:
www.dlp.org/alpha

Spring Break Sale!

615 - FULL TIME

Cancun, Acapulco & Jamaica
up to $500 off per room!

195 - VOLUNTEERS

Bahamas, South Padre and Florida also available.

Limited Time
Offer!

GWU COMPUTER GUYS AND
GIRLS

www.ststravel.com

STUDENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com

Louie Llama (R) needs your TECH skills
to help get the word out, nationally, to
kids, your friends, schools, colleges, the
media, etc., about Louieís new, free “30
Second Animated PSA TV Ad on Drug
Prevention for Kids.” TO HELP: Please
e-mail his nonprofit sponsor, Language
Americas Assn. Inc. at louiellama@aol.
com

COLLEGE ENTREPRENEURS WANTED! Realistic Six-Figure income potential.
No selling. Turnkey system. http://www.
anotherincomestream.com/?t=gwh1712
EARN $800-$3200 A MONTH to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www.adcarclub.com

Student Orgs:
Place free
announcements in our classifieds
section. Visit our offices at 2140
G ST, NW or call 202-994-7079.

LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT

PART TIME IT POSITION
JINSA, a Dupont Circle-based non-profit
organization, is seeking a part time IT intern (10-20 hours/week) to perform help
desk duties. Extensive knowledge of
Microsoft Windows, PC troubleshooting,
and basic networking principles required.
Position is paid. If interested, please
send resume to cmika@jinsa.org.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Investment research firm seeks part time office
assistant to help with phones, data entry,
filing, errands, and some research. Must
have previous office experience, computer proficiency, and be available at least 15
hours per week. Salary is $12 per hour.
Position is available immediately. sfichter@washingtonanalysis.com

INTERNSHIP/PAID. WANTED: Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to work with
Senior Vice President at Wachovia Securities. Call Bill Flanigan, Senior VicePresident, 301-961-0131.

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

INTERNSHIP - PUBLIC AFFAIRS Federal economic development agency located downtown D. C. (Federal Triangle
Metro) seeks unpaid public affairs intern.
Internship would consist of four hours a
day, three or four days a week. Duties
include media relations, collateral design,
event planning. Candidate should be an
undergraduate/graduate student with an
education/background in public relations,
communications, political science or a
related field. E-mail resume and letter of
intent to jatwood@eda.doc.gov.

515 - GENERAL

246 - RENT METRO

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

GOV. MARKETING / BIZ DEV. NEED
driven entrepreneur to take the ball in
a sales/marketing support role. Team
player with ability to take direction and
work independently when needed. Strong
communication skills. Intelligent, flexible,
self-starter, motivated, effective, takecharge personality. Capable of juggling
multiple projects and meeting deadlines
in a fast-paced environment. Proficient
with Microsoft Office for Windows applications (Word, Excel and PowerPoint).
Graphical software, Web editing skills a
plus. Great start and education of how to
sell software to the Government. Many
opportunities to travel. 202-669-4655

621 - INTERNSHIPS, UNPAID

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

665 - PART TIME

665 - PART TIME

!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

BOOKKEEPER/ADMIN SUPPORT

TANNING SALON HELP
WANTED
Bed Cleaners and Sales People
Bed Cleaners and Front Desk Sales Staff
needed immediately at busy Georgetown
Tanning Salon (Solar Planet, fomerly
Casa del Sol Tanning Club, located behind Georgetown Park Mall). Call and ask
for Michelle, or apply in person or online
(click on “Now Hiring” ti fill out online application). Must be available weekday
afternoons and weekend shifts. 202-3336601

PROMOTIONAL MODELS
- $30/HR

Fitness and Nutrition company is seeking
outgoing, energetic, and attractive female
models to hand out samples and “talk fitness”. Applicants must be physically fit,
professional and well-spoken. Located
1 block from MetroCenter. Please email
kenstewartjr@gmail.com with your contact information and Photos including
head and full body shots (workout wear
preferable). Also include any relevant experience.

Highly reputable optometry practice on
GW campus is seeking dependable college student for bookkeeping tasks and
occasional administrative support. Looking for summer and fall commitment.
Exp with QuickBooks helpful. $10/hr,
15-20 hrs/wk - flexible schedules. Call
Joe @ 202-659-6555 or email resume to
info@metropolitanoptical.com.

675 - SUMMER JOBS
CRAVING CASH THIS SUMMER? GW
Summer Scholars is hiring RAís, TAís &
Office help. Find out more Feb. 12, 4:00,
Webb Bldg, Mt. Vernon. Questions?:
scholars@gwu.edu

Place your classifieds ads
on our website www.gwhatchet.com and receive
50% off untill February
15th

665 - PART TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS: We pay up to
$75 per survey. www. GetPaidToThink.
com

*

FREE
PRACTICE
TEST

Healthy Adult
Volunteers Needed
The National Institute of Mental Health is
conducting a psychopharmacology study of
mild stress and memory. Participants will be
interviewed and will complete a series of tasks
during which physiological functioning will be
recorded. Volunteers must be between the ages
of 18-50.

How would you
score on test day?
Take a free Practice
Test and ﬁnd out!

Financial compensation will be provided
for participation.

Space iss limited.
Registeeer today!

Call: 1-800-411-1222
(TTY: 1-866-411-1010)
http://patientinfo.nimh.nih.gov
or for other studies: www.clinicaltrials.gov

1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/practice
Kaplan. The smarter way to prep.

National Institute of Mental Health

*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. PGR01607

National Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Ditsy
5 Oast
9 Lynyrd Skynyrd’s
“Am I ___”
14 Oviedo stew
15 Nautilus captain
16 Allergic
explosion
17 Explanation of
this puzzle’s
theme …
20 Single-reed
instrument
21 Isolated French
places
22 American or
Delta route
23 Scharnhorst
admiral of W.W.
I
24 Adolescent
outbreak
25 … including this
…
32 Director of the
budget
g who
became U.S.
vice president

33 Niggling criticism
34 Rapper MC ___
35 Enoch’s greatgreatgrandfather
36 Sticks turned
over a fire
38 More than half
39 Anecdotal
collection
40 One may be
rolled
41 Macintosh
accessory
42 … still more …
47 “Sovereign”
48 Vessel for a
florist
49 Busyness
52 Alternative to a
Trac II
53 Appendage
56 … and, finally,
the end of the
explanation
59 Rent again
60 Corleone
portrayer
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61 Aid in crime
62 Offensive
emanations
63 Ornamental
stone
64 Transmitter of
cold war news

1

2

3

4

5

14

6

7

8

9

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

32
35

36

39

40
43

50

12

13

like the Hatchet, but .com

28

29

33

34

37

30

41

44

45

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.

46

48

51

52

53

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

54

55

Puzzle by Peter A. Collins
C

28 “I” and “M” in I.
M. Pei: Abbr.
29 They chase flies
30 Hermann who
wrote
“Steppenwolf”
31 Exit’s opposite
36 Shindig of sorts
37 Peel
38 Minute bit

Put down
those pencils!

31

38

47
49

11

24

27

42

10

16

23

Down
1 Discharges
2 An inventor’s
middle name
3 Flaunt, say, as
muscles
4 Tobacco smoke
component
5 On which an
arabesque is
performed
6 Varnished
surface,
sometimes
7 Experts at CPR
8 Neither’s partner
9 Lady from south
of the border
10 Orangish tones
11 “Saint Joan”
playwright
12 Insignificant
amount
13 Not just casually
interested
18 “Yowzer!”
19 You can see
them at marinas
23 Sinatra tune
“___ Funny That
Way”
24 Access for a
collier
25 Inspirations
26 Norse goddess
married to
Balder
27 Time to close a
bar, maybe

GWHatchet.com
m

No. 1220

41 Monument
Valley sights
43 Espoused of
Ahasuerus, in
the Bible
44 Fish orders
45 Tube watcher’s
food holder
46 Language organ
49 Beginning for
metric
50 Utilized

51 Site
S of July 1944
fighting
52 Arrive ___
agreement
53 Actress Jessica
54 Regrets
55 “Miracle” team of
1969
57 No lieutenant
yet: Abbr.
58 Cool ___

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49
$
a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Hard

1
2
9
2 9 4
8
3
9
5
4
8
5 3
9
1 2
8
7 5
8
5 6
3
4 1
5

Advertise
Here!
Get great,
affordable
exposure by
sponsoring
the bi-weekly
Sudoku
puzzle.
(202) 994-7682
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Alex Byers – Contributing Editor (abyers@gwhatchet.com)

With loss to Hawks, GW now 1-5 in A-10
BASKETBALL
from p. A1

But ultimately, what Martelli and the
restless GW fan base saw was a Colonials
squad that dropped its second home game
in a row for the first time in five seasons,
a team that has lost 11 of its last 16 games,
and a team that will face Temple on Sunday
looking to avoid its sixth straight loss and
its ninth consecutive on the road.
It has been expected, to a certain
degree, for GW to lose on the road in typical conference play. But falling in Foggy
Bottom to a Hawks team that appeared
to play only marginally better than the
Colonials perhaps marks just how much of
a down season this is.
The Colonials (5-11, 1-5 Atlantic 10),
who lost to then-No. 20 Xavier Jan. 19 at
Smith Center, have now lost two home
games in a row for the first time in five
seasons. GW head coach Karl Hobbs said
after that game, despite the loss, that the
Smith Center faithful can sometimes lift
the Colonials and that the fans sometimes
will just not allow GW to lose. For the second time in a row, the venue could not lift
the Colonials.
Martelli said he thinks it is a “badge of
honor” to be considered the best road team
in the A-10 at the end of the season. While
that may be true, it is equally, if not more
important to win games at home.
Hobbs said he does not put relevance
on where the loss took place but rather the
fact that his team did not seem to improve
in this game when compared to its last, a
92-67 thrashing at Duquesne.
“We have to get better,” Hobbs said.
“We had opportunities and we didn’t capitalize. We turned the ball over. Those turnovers were unforced.”
Hobbs paid particular mind to two
turnovers in a row in the final couple of
minutes, when the Colonials were playing
catch-up, that may have put winning out
of reach. After sophomore Damian Hollis
traveled, junior Cheyenne Moore threw
the ball out of bounds. Two possessions
later, junior Wynton Witherspoon was at
the line and missed both free throws.
And yet the game turned out to be
winnable for GW in the final seconds.
Down eight with 39 seconds remaining,
senior Maureece Rice hit a three and, after
the Hawks hit one of two free-throws,
junior Noel Wilmore made a jumpshot. It
was only after Saint Joe’s (13-5, 1-5 A-10)
again hit one of two free throws and a wild
GW toss that was batted away that the
Hawks were able to breath again.
“That was not nearly a good enough
way to finish a game,” Martelli said of the
way the Hawks played down the stretch.
Up next is Temple, which has won three
of its last four – including victories over
Xavier, the University of Pennsylvania and
Ben Solomon/senior staff photographer
Saint Louis. The one loss? Saint Joseph’s by Sophomore Damian Hollis tangles with Saint Joseph's defenders while freshman Xavier Alexander stumbles. Wednesday
one point. 
night's game was a constant battle, with no team leading by double-digits. The Hawks came away victorious, 61-59.

Colonials fly over Dayton
came from Beck, who went on
a 10-0 run by herself midway
through the half to put GW up
56-41.
But Dayton’s inside forces
kept whittling away at the Colonial lead and cut the difference to as little as three with
five minutes left in the game.
Dayton’s Kelly Keil and Oak-

was confident that GW would
pull through.
“I felt like we were going to
Dayton entered Tuesday’s
make enough plays to win the
game with the GW women’s
game,” he said. “I thought if we
basketball team with a 16-game
could take away their threes in
winning streak on its résumé
the last two minutes, even if
from earlier in the season – a
they were scoring inside a litfar cry for the lower-caliber
tle bit, that we were still going
Flyer teams of years past. Still,
to win the game. I thought we
the Colonials did not
did a good job with
seem to notice and
matching up with
rolled to an 81-73
their shooters at the
victory.
end.”
No. 16/13 GW
Play at times be(AP, ESPN/USA Tocame quite physiday) outlasted Daycal, as the Colonials
ton, completing its
reached the foul
most recent home
line a season-high
stand without a loss
28 times. Adair,
and keeping the Cowho’s been to the
lonials atop the Atline plenty this sealantic 10 standings.
son, said it comes
The win was also
with the territory.
GW’s 23rd win of
Dayton
had
all-time – in 23 tries
been turning heads
– against the Flyers.
earlier this season
“It was a conferafter stringing toence game that you
gether 16 straight
had to grind out,”
wins during the
head coach Joe McKbulk of its out-ofeown said of the
conference schedclose battle. “We just
ule, and had earned
couldn’t get enough
votes in the nationstops to where we
al polls, so GW’s
could keep that doutilt with the Flyble-digit lead.”
ers had been seen
It
also
gave
beforehand as a
McKeown his 499th
clash of A-10 powcareer win.
ers. As perhaps the
Senior Kim Beck
last true test for the
led GW (17-4, 5-1
Colonials this seaA-10) with 18 points
son, the victory is
and junior Jessica
that much sweeter.
Adair added 17 from
After beating CharBen Solomon/senior photographer
the low post. Daylotte,
(undefeated in
Senior Whitney Allen battles for a layup during the
ton’s Kendel Ross
the A-10 at the time),
Colonials'
81-73
win.
The
Flyers
are
now
0-23
allpaced the flyers with
GW appears to be
16 and Nikki Oak- tme against GW. The Colonials are 17-4 and 5-1 in back on-track followthe
Atlantic
10,
tied
for
fi
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place.
land chipped in 13
ing suspect games in
points as the Flyers’
the last two weeks.
offensive post option.
land fouled out down the
GW travels to Pittsburgh
The two squads traded bas- stretch, however, and GW took this weekend for Saturday’s
kets through much of the first back the momentum to hang game with Duquesne at 7 p.m.
half, but GW opened the sec- on for the victory.
Duquesne enters the game at
ond half with a fire not seen in
Though things got tight 11-10 overall and 2-4 in the
the earlier period. Much of that near the end, McKeown said he A-10. 
by Alex Byers
Contributing Editor

Contest marked by physical
match-ups, lack of GW bench depth
by Dan Greene
Hatchet Staff Writer
After senior Sarah-Jo
Lawrence scored to give GW
a lead late in the first half of
Tuesday night’s 81-71 victory
over Dayton, a whistle cut
short the Colonial’s transition
to defense. A few brief seconds
of confusion and finger-pointing ensued before the officiating crew explained that junior
Jazmine Adair had been called
for a technical foul after the
basket.
It was the culmination of
a half of basketball that saw
its share of bumps, falls and
disputed calls. GW head coach
Joe McKeown rose to his feet
and offered his two cents to the
officiating crew in an animated
display.
“It was a hard-fought
game,” said McKeown, who
noted that he could not see
what transpired on that particular play but trusted the referee’s decision. “I just wanted
to get the game under control
to where the game was physical, but well-played.”
Two of the Flyers’ largest players – 6-foot-2 Nikki
Oakland and 6-foot-4 Kelly
Keil – fouled out in the second
half, indicative of the physical
style that dominated the post
play between the two teams.
GW prevailed in the inside
battle, out-rebounding Dayton
41-29 while out-scoring them
in the paint by a 32-20 margin.
Junior Jessica Adair, on the
receiving end of no less than
five fouls herself, said that she
has come to expect such hardnosed play but must keep her

emotions in check.
“I just have to get used to
it and not take it so personal,”
she said. “Basketball’s a physical game.”
Feelings were not the only
things in danger of being hurt,
as the Colonials survived a
pair of injury scares. Senior
Whitney Allen stayed on the
ground after being called for
a block late in the second half
before limping back to the
bench. Jazmine Adair took a
hard foul while converting a
lay-up with two minutes to
play, walking gingerly before
deciding to stay in the game.
She connected on the ensuing
free throw.
“I was really proud of
her. She could have come
out,” McKeown said of Adair.
“Whitney and Jaz are really
tough kids, and you expect
them to bounce back.”
The Colonials, who have
experienced a string of injuries
throughout the season, would
need to find new sources of
contribution should any of
their regulars miss significant
playing time. The team has
gotten just two points in their
last three games from players outside the regular sixplayer rotation, something that
McKeown said will have to
change in order for the team to
take its play to the next level.
“For us to be a really good,
championship team we’ve got
to get some offensive firepower out of some people off the
bench,” McKeown said. “Some
of those guys have to step up,
and we’ve got to get them
opportunities. It’s a two-way
street.” 

In loss and in
losing streak,
Diggs shines
by Dan Greene
Hatchet Staff Writer

In a two-point game like
GW’s 61-59 loss to Saint Joseph’s
Wednesday night, any number
of things could be viewed as the
difference between victory and
defeat. Yet it would be difficult
to fault junior Rob Diggs, who
turned in a 20-point, 10-rebound
performance on career-high
10-for-10 shooting from the field.
His emphatic baskets sparked
the Smith Center crowd into
a frenzy at numerous points
in the game, and none more
than his reverse alley-oop dunk
off of a mid-court pass from
Wynton Witherspoon in the second half.
After the game, Diggs was
reluctant to discuss his individual performance, instead
focusing on his team’s quest
to improve and snap its losing streak. When he finally did
get around to the subject, he
seemed more motivated than
satisfied.
“I’m doing all right,” he
said. “There’s a lot more I can
be doing. I’m going to keep trying, keep practicing and keep
going at it every day, trying to
get better.”
Saint Joseph’s head coach
Phil Martelli said he had no
answer for Diggs during his
double-double effort.
“Nothing. We didn’t do
anything,” Martelli said when
asked what his team did to stop
Diggs. “We changed our post
defense and that was a one-onone matchup that we lost.”
GW head coach Karl Hobbs
had nothing but praise for the
forward he called his “best
player.”
“I thought he had a fabulous
game,” Hobbs said. “Whenever
we got the ball in to him, he
delivered … Unfortunately for
us, he fouled out."
That was perhaps the lone
blemish for Diggs. With his
team trailing and less than three
minutes to play, Diggs collected
his fourth personal foul. He
stayed in the game, collecting
his fifth and final foul with 1:41
to play and his team down five.
The Hawks maintained control
for the next minute, with Diggs
only able to watch from the
bench. The Colonials rallied to
threaten the Hawks before ultimately falling short of what
would have been their first win
in nearly three weeks.
Over GW’s five consecutive
losses, its longest such streak
since 2003, Diggs has consistently produced, averaging 14.5
points and 8.2 rebounds per
game. The rest of the Colonials
has been largely sporadic. In
the loss to the Hawks, senior
Maureece Rice managed only
five points while sophomore
Damian Hollis connected on just
one of his seven shot attempts.
For the Colonials to turn
things around, Hobbs said
the rest of his players need to
increase their collective offensive contribution.
“(Diggs) has been the one
that’s scoring,” he said. “Now
we’ve got to get some other
guys to join the party.” 

GW students ready
for Super Bowl
Sunday
Check out how Colonials
watch the big game!
www.gwhatchet.com

